IF184504 Web Programming (C) - Midterm Exam Grade
MM Irfan Subakti & Jeremy Vijay Wongso
1st Semester 2020/2021
No

Student ID

Name

Design

Explanation

20%

1 05111640000178

Choirur Roziqin

15

The design of the landing
page is great. But on the
login and register page,
there are no enough
spaces between the form
and the navbar. The usage
of form with white
background, it doesn't look
good on gradient
background. There is still
login button when the user
already logged in, it is not
necessary. On the login
and register form, just put
some placeholder in the
textfields and don't put
another text on top of it.

Implement
Analysis/
Conclusi
Declaration
Explanation
Explanation
Explanation
ation
evaluation
on
(Mandatory)
50%
25%
5%
The remember me
checkbox on the login
page isn't working
properly, you should've
removed it. After the
user is successfully
login, it's better to
redirect the user to the
homepage of user (list
of notes) instead of
create note for user.
Should've let the user
describe the note
description when user
create one, so that the
user doesn't work
twice. The language
used in this website
isn't consistent, just use
only one next time. The
usage of lock button is
still unclear, the locked
The provided report
note still can be
isn't quite describing
deleted. The get link
the website. Not all the
button also isn't
website feature is
working. User profile
clearly explained like
detail should be put on
what is the use of lock
another page.
and unlock button
The website works fine.
1
35
20
5

Page 1

Late =
0.15 *
Minutes

0

Final Remark

Good website but there are still
many things that can be
improved. Keep learning.

Original
Grade
100%

75.00

Final
Final Grade
Grade
(Number)
(Char)

75.00

B

IF184504 Web Programming (C)

No

Student ID

MM Irfan Subakti

Name

Design

Explanation

20%

2 05111740000157

3 05111840000005

4 05111840000015

Muhammad Amir
Fauzan Al Machdi

Achmad Zidan
Akbar

Dimas Adhitya

15

20

12

The design of the landing
page is great. But on the
login and register page,
there are no enough
spaces between the form
and the navbar. The usage
of form with white
background, it doesn't look
good on gradient
background. There is still
login button when the user
already logged in, it is not
necessary. On the login
and register form, just put
some placeholder in the
textfields and don't put
another text on top of it.

Nothing wrong with the
design. Just like ordinary
website management
system

The design is monotone.
Try to add more styling in
your website

1st Semester 2020/2021

Implement
Analysis/
Conclusi
Declaration
Explanation
Explanation
Explanation
ation
evaluation
on
(Mandatory)
50%
25%
5%
The remember me
checkbox on the login
page isn't working
properly, you should've
removed it. After the
user is successfully
login, it's better to
redirect the user to the
homepage of user (list
of notes) instead of
create note for user.
Should've let the user
describe the note
description when user
create one, so that the
user doesn't work
twice. The language
used in this website
isn't consistent, just use
only one next time. The
usage of lock button is
still unclear, the locked
The provided report
note still can be
isn't quite describing
deleted. The get link
the website. Not all the
button also isn't
website feature is
working. User profile
clearly explained like
detail should be put on
what is the use of lock
another page.
and unlock button
The website works fine.
1
35
20
5

38

The register feature
isn't working. Looks like
the website isn't
deployed properly,
can't try all of those
CRUD features,
encountered
500|Server Error. But
from the report that
you have given, it all
work properly.
Should've not added
the search bar if it can't
be used. Try to use only
one language in your
website.

38

Based on your report,
all the features are
working. But since you
don't deploy it in the
internet, I can't try this
website of yours

25

The analysis is clearly
written and
understandable . But
unfortunately I can't try
this website of yours

25

The analysis is clearly
written and
understandable . But
unfortunately I can't try
this website of yours

Page 2

5

Encountered
500|Server Error when
try to create new data.

3

Can't try the website,
because it isn't
deployed in the
internet

1

Late =
0.15 *
Minutes

Final Remark

Original
Grade
100%

Final
Final Grade
Grade
(Number)
(Char)

0

Good website but there are still
many things that can be
improved. Keep learning.

75.00

75.00

B

0

Based from the report that you
have given, it's a good website.
Shame that the website isn't
working properly when
deployed. Don't make the auths
feature manually, Laravel
already provided a package for it

88.00

88.00

A

78.00

78.00

AB

Good job.But it's very
unfortunate that your website is
not being deployed.
1

0

IF184504 Web Programming (C)

No

Student ID

MM Irfan Subakti

Name

Design

Explanation

20%

5 05111840000016

6 05111840000032

7 05111840000041

8 05111840000043

9 05111840000049

Elvira Catrine
Natalie

Rafid Ferdianto

Syamil Hibban
Ahmad

Vachri Attala Putra

Anisa Aurafitri

18

The login and register on
the navbar mainpage can't
be seen clearly because of
the background, you can
white background on the
navbar like other pages.

15

The website design is plain.
The website contents are
not centered. It cause too
much white spaces on the
right hand side of the
website

12

The design is very basic
and very plain. Rely too
much on laravel template

11

17

The design is very basic
and very plain. I don't see
any styling but only on
login and register page. Try
to do better next time

Design is good, if a little
plain

Implement
ation
50%

Explanation

47

It is better to add some
validation in the form
before submitting to
ensure the user doesn't
get the database error.
Try to choose only one
language in the website
so that the users don't
get confused. You
should add some
notifications when user
deletes something so
that the user knows
what did he/she did.

45

When the user want to
register new account, it
is better to add
password confirmation
field. On the add new
item, when create item
without fill all the fields
better to let the user
know what's wrong by
giving some
notifications. The cities
option are limited in
some state, what if the
user isn't live in the city
that only appear in the
option?

31

No stylings at the
implementation based
on your report, only on
login and register page.

31

No stylings at the
implementation based
on your report, only on
login and register page.
The link is not working,
I can't try all of those
features that you have
mentioned in your
report.

40

There're some
unfinished features

Analysis/
evaluation
25%

25

Explanation

The analysis is clearly
written and
understandable . Well
done!

1st Semester 2020/2021
Conclusi
on
5%

5

Explanation

Great website

Declaration
(Mandatory)

1

Late =
0.15 *
Minutes

Final Remark

Original
Grade
100%

Final
Final Grade
Grade
(Number)
(Char)

0

The requirements are already
satisfied and the website works
properly. Should've add some
validation and notifications like
flash message or something to
make it perfect, Great website
overall!

95.00

95.00

A

90.00

90.00

A

25

The analysis is well
written. Good!

5

The website works
properly.

1

0

Website is a little bit plain, could
be better. Regardless, the
requirements are already
satisfied and the website works
properly.

18

The data modelling in
your report can't
represent the cdm and
pdm

5

Very basic website. Try
to do better next time.

1

0

Very plain and basic website. Try
to do better next time

66.00

66.00

B

5

Very basic website. Try
to do better next time.

0

Very plain and basic website.
The link is not working too. Try
to do better next time

65.00

65.00

BC

84.00

84.00

AB

18

23

The only thing that can
be seen is your report,
but it has no code
explanation in it.
Perhaps spice the
display up a bit, some
decor and/or colour
would be nice

Page 3

4

Rest of the finished
features work great

1

1

0

Website is a little bit plain,
shame that some features aren't
finished

IF184504 Web Programming (C)

No

Student ID

MM Irfan Subakti

Name

Design

Explanation

20%

10 05111840000052

11 05111840000056

12 05111840000059

13 05111840000069

Riski Anang Ferdian

Herri Purba

Qatrunada Qori
Darwati

Muhammad Ilham
Bayhaqi

11

20

20

15

The design is very basic
and very plain. I don't see
any styling but only on
login and register page. Try
to do better next time

Nothing wrong with the
design. Just like ordinary
website management
system

The website design is great

The website design is plain.
The website contents are
not centered. There are
too much white spaces on
the right hand side of the
website

Implement
ation
50%

Explanation

31

No stylings at the
implementation based
on your report, only on
login and register page.
The link is not working,
I can't try all of those
features that you have
mentioned in your
report.

38

The register feature
isn't working. Looks like
the website isn't
deployed properly,
can't try all of those
CRUD features,
encountered
500|Server Error. But
from the report that
you have given, it all
work properly.
Should've not added
the search bar if it can't
be used. Try to use only
one language in your
website.

50

No problem in
implementation

45

When the user want to
register new account, it
is better to add
password confirmation
field. On the add new
item, when create item
without fill all the fields
better to let the user
know what's wrong by
giving some
notifications. The cities
option are limited in
some state, what if the
user isn't live in the city
that only appear in the
option?

Analysis/
evaluation
25%

18

Explanation

The only thing that can
be seen is your report,
but it has no code
explanation in it.

25

The analysis is clearly
written and
understandable . But
unfortunately I can't try
this website of yours

25

The analysis is clearly
written and
understandable . Well
done!

25

The analysis is well
written. Good!

Page 4

1st Semester 2020/2021
Conclusi
on
5%

5

5

5

5

Explanation

Very basic website. Try
to do better next time.

Encountered
500|Server Error when
try to create new data.

The website works
properly

The website works
properly.

Declaration
(Mandatory)

1

1

1

1

Late =
0.15 *
Minutes

Final Remark

Original
Grade
100%

Final
Final Grade
Grade
(Number)
(Char)

0

Very plain and basic website.
The link is not working too. Try
to do better next time

65.00

65.00

BC

0

Based from the report that you
have given, it's a good website.
Shame that the website isn't
working properly when
deployed. Don't make the auths
feature manually, Laravel
already provided a package for it

88.00

88.00

A

0

The requirements are already
satisfied and the website works
properly. Design is intuitive and
clear, Great website overall!

100.00

100.00

A

0

Website is a little bit plain, could
be better. Regardless, the
requirements are already
satisfied and the website works
properly.

90.00

90.00

A

IF184504 Web Programming (C)

No

Student ID

MM Irfan Subakti

Name

Design

Explanation

20%

14 05111840000079

15 05111840000090

16 05111840000093

Ryan Rasyid Azizi

David Bintang
Krishanindito

Muhammad Afif
Fadhlurrahman

15

The website design is basic,
rely too much on template.

12

The design is very basic
and very plain. Rely too
much on laravel template

15

The website design is plain.
The website contents are
not centered. There are
too much white spaces on
the right hand side of the
website

Implement
ation
50%

Explanation

46

All of the features are
working properly, but
unfortunately you don't
add validation when the
user try to fill and
submit the form
incorrectly. The user
profile image still can't
be seen on the
navigation when the
user is logged in

31

No stylings at the
implementation based
on your report, only on
login and register page.

45

When the user want to
register new account, it
is better to add
password confirmation
field. On the add new
item, when create item
without fill all the fields
better to let the user
know what's wrong by
giving some
notifications. The cities
option are limited in
some state, what if the
user isn't live in the city
that only appear in the
option?

Analysis/
evaluation
25%

Explanation

1st Semester 2020/2021
Conclusi
on
5%

Explanation

Declaration
(Mandatory)

Late =
0.15 *
Minutes

Final Remark

Original
Grade
100%

Final
Final Grade
Grade
(Number)
(Char)

20

The provided report
isn't quite describing
the website.

5

The website works fine.

1

66

The requirements are already
satisfied and the website works
properly. Should've add some
validation and notifications like
flash message or something to
make it perfect. Try to take an
advantage of the available
laravel packages. Good job!

18

The data modelling in
your report can't
represent the cdm and
pdm

5

Very basic website. Try
to do better next time.

1

0

Very plain and basic website. Try
to do better next time

66.00

66.00

B

0

Website is a little bit plain, could
be better. Regardless, the
requirements are already
satisfied and the website works
properly.

90.00

90.00

A

25

The analysis is well
written. Good!

Page 5

5

The website works
properly.

1

86.00

76.10

AB

IF184504 Web Programming (C)

No

Student ID

MM Irfan Subakti

Name

Design

Explanation

20%

17 05111840000097

18 05111840000099

Alie Husaini
Rahman

Evelyn Tjitrodjojo

20

20

The website design in
good, all of the website
features can be accessed
easily and already well
navigated

The website design in
good, all of the website
features can be accessed
easily and already well
navigated

Implement
Analysis/
Explanation
Explanation
ation
evaluation
50%
25%
When the user want to
register new account, it
is better to redirect the
user into another page
instead of using modal
and you should add
password confirmation
field when the user
wants to register a new
account. Laravel already
has a package to take
care frontend and
backend for user auth.
On the detail movie
page, I think the correct
button to edit the film
is "Edit movie" not "Edit
Profile". It's better not
to provide the
navigation to index
page when there is no
index page available. So
the user won't
encounter 404|Not
found. When filtering
The analysis is clearly
the movie genre
written and
should've shown the
understandable . Well
active
that
has to
done!
45
25
When genre
the user
want

45

register new account, it
is better to redirect the
user into another page
instead of using modal
and you should add
password confirmation
field when the user
wants to register a new
account. Laravel already
has a package to take
care frontend and
backend for user auth.
On the detail movie
page, I think the correct
button to edit the film
is "Edit movie" not "Edit
Profile". It's better not
to provide the
navigation to index
page when there is no
index page available. So
the user won't
encounter 404|Not
found. When filtering
the movie genre
should've shown the
active genre that has

25

The analysis is written
clearly. Well done!

Page 6

1st Semester 2020/2021
Conclusi
on
5%

5

5

Explanation

Although the website
has few minor issues.
The website works
properly.

Although the website
has few minor issues.
The website works
properly.

Declaration
(Mandatory)

1

1

Late =
0.15 *
Minutes

Final Remark

Original
Grade
100%

Final
Final Grade
Grade
(Number)
(Char)

0

You need to pay attention to the
details. The mistakes that exist
can cost you. But overall, the
requirements are already
satisfied and the website is
great. Good job!

95.00

95.00

A

0

You need to pay attention to the
details. The mistakes that exist
can cost you. But overall, the
requirements are already
satisfied and the website is
great. Good job!

95.00

95.00

A

IF184504 Web Programming (C)

No

Student ID

MM Irfan Subakti

Name

Design

Explanation

20%

19 05111840000108

20 05111840000125

21 05111840000128

22 05111840000129

Fandi Wahyu
Rusydi

Adam Abelard
Garibaldi

Muhammad
Rivadhli Purnomo

Ryukazu Andara
Saviestyan

16

Good design, but a little bit
too whitey. Perhaps adding
some decor and/or colour
helps

15

The navbar is too big. The
usage of color is not
consistent, in the
homepage you use orange,
in the register and login
page you use blue
background . The
remember me checkbox in
login page is messed. The
display of user reviews of
book is disorganized. So
much white spaces around
the book and submit
review form.

15

18

The website design is basic,
rely too much on template.

The login and register on
the navbar mainpage can't
be seen clearly because of
the background, you can
white background on the
navbar like other pages.

Implement
ation
50%

Explanation

45

It's better to validate
input first, rather than
submitting to database
and have error code
thrown at you

45

All of the features are
working properly.It's
better to add some
flash message to notify
the user for something
that he or she did. The
html is little bit
disorganized

46

All of the features are
working properly, but
unfortunately you don't
add validation when the
user try to fill and
submit the form
incorrectly. The user
profile image still can't
be seen on the
navigation when the
user is logged in

47

It is better to add some
validation in the form
before submitting to
ensure the user doesn't
get the database error.
Try to choose only one
language in the website
so that the users don't
get confused. You
should add some
notifications when user
deletes something so
that the user knows
what did he/she did.

Analysis/
evaluation
25%

25

25

20

25

Explanation

The analysis is clearly
written and
understandable . Well
done!

The analysis is well
written. Good!

The provided report
isn't quite describing
the website.

The analysis is clearly
written and
understandable . Well
done!

Page 7

1st Semester 2020/2021
Conclusi
on
5%

5

5

5

5

Explanation

The website works fine.
It's a good one

The website works fine.

The website works fine.

Great website

Declaration
(Mandatory)

1

1

1

1

Late =
0.15 *
Minutes

Final Remark

Original
Grade
100%

Final
Final Grade
Grade
(Number)
(Char)

0

The requirements are already
satisfied and the website works
properly. Should've add some
validation and notifications like
flash message or something to
make it perfect, Great website!

91.00

91.00

A

0

The requirements are already
satisfied and the website works
properly. Should've add some
notifications like flash message
or something to make it perfect.
Good job!

90.00

90.00

A

66

The requirements are already
satisfied and the website works
properly. Should've add some
validation and notifications like
flash message or something to
make it perfect. Try to take an
advantage of the available
laravel packages. Good job!

86.00

76.10

AB

0

The requirements are already
satisfied and the website works
properly. Should've add some
validation and notifications like
flash message or something to
make it perfect, Great website
overall!

95.00

95.00

A

IF184504 Web Programming (C)

No

Student ID

MM Irfan Subakti

Name

Design

Explanation

20%

23 05111840000131

24 05111840000135

25 05111840000144

Aaron Astonvilla
Rompis

Rasyid Ridlo
Winanto

Ryan Danu Saputra

20

15

15

Nothing wrong with the
design. Just like ordinary
website management
system

The website design is basic,
rely too much on template.

The design of the landing
page is great. But on the
login and register page,
there are no enough
spaces between the form
and the navbar. The usage
of form with white
background, it doesn't look
good on gradient
background. There is still
login button when the user
already logged in, it is not
necessary. On the login
and register form, just put
some placeholder in the
textfields and don't put
another text on top of it.

Implement
ation
50%

Explanation

38

The register feature
isn't working. Looks like
the website isn't
deployed properly,
can't try all of those
CRUD features,
encountered
500|Server Error. But
from the report that
you have given, it all
work properly.
Should've not added
the search bar if it can't
be used. Try to use only
one language in your
website.

46

All of the features are
working properly, but
unfortunately you don't
add validation when the
user try to fill and
submit the form
incorrectly. The user
profile image still can't
be seen on the
navigation when the
userremember
is logged inme
The

35

checkbox on the login
page isn't working
properly, you should've
removed it. After the
user is successfully
login, it's better to
redirect the user to the
homepage of user (list
of notes) instead of
create note for user.
Should've let the user
describe the note
description when user
create one, so that the
user doesn't work
twice. The language
used in this website
isn't consistent, just use
only one next time. The
usage of lock button is
still unclear, the locked
note still can be
deleted. The get link
button also isn't
working. User profile
detail should be put on
another page.

Analysis/
evaluation
25%

25

Explanation

The analysis is clearly
written and
understandable . But
unfortunately I can't try
this website of yours

20

The provided report
isn't quite describing
the website.

20

The provided report
isn't quite describing
the website. Not all the
website feature is
clearly explained like
what is the use of lock
and unlock button

Page 8

1st Semester 2020/2021
Conclusi
on
5%

5

5

5

Explanation

Encountered
500|Server Error when
try to create new data.

The website works fine.

The website works fine.

Declaration
(Mandatory)

1

1

1

Late =
0.15 *
Minutes

Final Remark

Original
Grade
100%

Final
Final Grade
Grade
(Number)
(Char)

0

Based from the report that you
have given, it's a good website.
Shame that the website isn't
working properly when
deployed. Don't make the auths
feature manually, Laravel
already provided a package for it

88.00

88.00

A

66

The requirements are already
satisfied and the website works
properly. Should've add some
validation and notifications like
flash message or something to
make it perfect. Try to take an
advantage of the available
laravel packages. Good job!

86.00

76.10

AB

0

Good website but there are still
many things that can be
improved. Keep learning.

75.00

75.00

B

IF184504 Web Programming (C)

No

Student ID

MM Irfan Subakti

Name

Design

Explanation

20%

26 05111840000147

Amelia Puji Maitri
Liang

20

The website design in
good, all of the website
features can be accessed
easily and already well
navigated

27 05111840000161

Kinasihurrabb
Moralluhung

15

Design is good, but a little
too close to template

28 05111840000163

Putu Putri Natih
Devayanti

18

The login and register on
the navbar mainpage can't
be seen clearly because of
the background, you can
white background on the
navbar like other pages.

Implement
Analysis/
Explanation
Explanation
ation
evaluation
50%
25%
When the user want to
register new account, it
is better to redirect the
user into another page
instead of using modal
and you should add
password confirmation
field when the user
wants to register a new
account. Laravel already
has a package to take
care frontend and
backend for user auth.
On the detail movie
page, I think the correct
button to edit the film
is "Edit movie" not "Edit
Profile". It's better not
to provide the
navigation to index
page when there is no
index page available. So
the user won't
encounter 404|Not
found. When filtering
The analysis is clearly
the movie genre
written and
should've shown the
understandable . Well
active genre that has
done!
45
25
The analysis is clearly
written and
No problem in
understandable . Well
implementation
done!
50
25

47

It is better to add some
validation in the form
before submitting to
ensure the user doesn't
get the database error.
Try to choose only one
language in the website
so that the users don't
get confused. You
should add some
notifications when user
deletes something so
that the user knows
what did he/she did.

25

The analysis is clearly
written and
understandable . Well
done!

Page 9

1st Semester 2020/2021
Conclusi
on
5%

Explanation

Declaration
(Mandatory)

Late =
0.15 *
Minutes

Final Remark

Original
Grade
100%

Final
Final Grade
Grade
(Number)
(Char)

5

Although the website
has few minor issues.
The website works
properly.

1

0

You need to pay attention to the
details. The mistakes that exist
can cost you. But overall, the
requirements are already
satisfied and the website is
great. Good job!

5

Nice website, although
a little plain

1

0

Nice website!

95.00

95.00

A

0

The requirements are already
satisfied and the website works
properly. Should've add some
validation and notifications like
flash message or something to
make it perfect, Great website
overall!

95.00

95.00

A

5

Great website

1

95.00

95.00

A

IF184504 Web Programming (C)

No

Student ID

MM Irfan Subakti

Name

Design

Explanation

20%

29 05111840000165

30 05111840007007

Muhammad Fikri
Rabbani

Nodas Uziel P
Serpara
Minimum
Maximum
Average

Category
A
AB
B
BC
C
D
E
Total

11

16
11.00
20.00
15.90

The design is very basic
and very plain. I don't see
any styling but only on
login and register page. Try
to do better next time

Good design, but a little bit
too whitey. Perhaps adding
some decor and/or colour
helps

Implement
ation
50%

31

45
31
50
41.20

Explanation

No stylings at the
implementation based
on your report, only on
login and register page.
The link is not working,
I can't try all of those
features that you have
mentioned in your
report.

It's better to validate
input first, rather than
submitting to database
and have error code
thrown at you

Analysis/
evaluation
25%

18

25
18
25
22.77

Explanation

The only thing that can
be seen is your report,
but it has no code
explanation in it.

The analysis is clearly
written and
understandable . Well
done!

Grade Distribution
Amount
Percentage
17
57%
5
17%
5
17%
3
10%
0
0%
0
0%
0
0%
30
100%
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Conclusi
on
5%

5

5
3
5
4.90

Explanation

Very basic website. Try
to do better next time.

The website works fine.
It's a good one

Declaration
(Mandatory)

1

1
1
1
1.00

Late =
0.15 *
Minutes

0

0
0
66
6.60

Final Remark

Very plain and basic website.
The link is not working too. Try
to do better next time

The requirements are already
satisfied and the website works
properly. Should've add some
validation and notifications like
flash message or something to
make it perfect, Great website!

Original
Grade
100%

Final
Final Grade
Grade
(Number)
(Char)

65.00

65.00

BC

91.00
65
100
84.77

91.00
65
100
83.78

A
BC
A
AB

